
Dear Hal, 	 11/17/98 

Lil,is doing well where the hospital has sent her, to where they specialize 

in physical teerapy for senior citizens but she is not close to colping home. 

Which I am about the leave for Johns 'Iopkins for evaluation of what can be done 

for my kidnea failure. If I am lucky the;lil be able to get the access inside my 

a4tz left forear41. I'f kle m  tat lucky I'll be going to a diuretic place of the 

hospital three times a week with the treat:Lent time taking four hours. Then there 

is coming and going and 	be allowed Co drive the first three weeks. So, 

much is on my mind and I've too much to catch up with. 

Gary begins his 9/27 article referring to Twyman's position on the 

aril jr and to yours. If he had the required knowledge of the subjeCU.matter he'd 

nOder refer to wnything Twyman write. Twyman In a subject—Tatter ignoramus off on 

an ego trip he has the means to indulge. Be is remarkable 'ignorant of the basic, 

official iNformatian for all the timeNgelfort he has out into this. He has 

kept himself away from what is official, proven and Vanier he persueS what 
44-7 

makes him believe he iS Perl Mason relilrned. Which is large/What can be said 

abut Gary and others. They get an idea and nothing else is important to them. 

nos In pursuit of their idea that stick to that alone and in the course of it r 
the basic officiaAvidence is lost on them. k= when they have it, they have not 

Lead it or 	they have ingored it. 

Long ago I wrote Gary, as I did you, to look at the earliest of the Zap. 

frames the Pia suppressed when it was making copies for printing. Two of 

those frame Show, clearly, that the back of the head it not only intact,allOkbet 

not a hair is out of place, not a trace of blood can be seen. 

I also pointed out that if the film was doctcr7 it was done irrationally 

because it destroys the offiCial story. The X—rays show that non—military ammo 

was used in the head wound and nobody would 47t go to the trouble if.  faking and 

do the opposite of what the faking is for. As you may remember, both panels the 

repots of which 1 have in tho PH apendix, with appropriate foatnotes, state 

what disproves the Report when they examined that film. 

Gary has, to the best of my knowledge',Ashown any interest in finding any 

other explanation if what he is so excited abogt. 

He cites LOVe HcOlelland but he does not recall, on ncC's dependabilly as 

an observer, in those #times of extraordinary stre that he wrote a memo 
fo.zr 

saying that Kennedy wa's struck in his fait forehead.And !e7is an example of the 

little slips that find thei way into what is written, he says, 10/98, that the 

ARJ3 was a" apanol ofeileVil historians." One was not. 
fl 

Where he efers try what H2CA omitted he ignores that one reason could have 
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not to have to fact the perjury issue, the autopsisteithlavinz testified to it 

other than the ( did
tt

he WO, 

look at the other enclosures, for which many thanks, when I have 

the time. 

Thanks and best, 

(,1(6/// 


